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Until explicitly stated all spaces in consideration are assumed to be 
Hausdorff. Thus the abbreviation "space" always means "Hausdorff space". 
Introduction. Let ~ be a property of topological spaces. If X is a 
space, then a pair (y, yX) is called a ~-reflection of X iff, 
1) yX is a space with property ~. 
2) y is a continuous map of X onto a dense subset of yX, 
3) For every continuous map f of X into any space Y satisfying ~ there 
exists a continuous map /: yX -+ Y with the property J o y =f. 
If y is a homeomorphism of X into yX then (y, yX) is called a maximal 
~-extension of X. It is shown in [12] that under the hypothesis that 
~ is inherited by closed subsets and arbitrary topological products, 
there exist ~-reflections (y, yX) for all spaces X. However, in [12] we 
get no information under what circumstances (y, yX) is a maximal ~­
extension of X. 
For several properties ~ there exist maximal ~-extensions for a suf-
ficiently large class of topological spaces: every completely regular space 
has a maximal compactification (Cech-Stone); every completely regular 
space has a maximal realcompactification (HEWITT [9]). Analogous results 
are obtained for the properties E-compactness (ENGELKING-MR6WKA [3]), 
compactness and zerodimensionality (BANASOHEWSKI [1]) and the properties 
k-compactness and m-ultracompactness introduced by the authors of these 
notes (cf. [7] and [14]). 
We shall prove in these notes that the condition"~ is closed-hereditary 
and productive" is also necessary and sufficient to obtain maximal ~­
extensions for a sufficiently large class of topological spaces (the so-called 
~-regular spaces). 
Recall that a property ~ of topological spaces is called productive 
if the product of an arbitrary collection of spaces enjoying~. has property 
~; it is called hereditary (respectively closed-hereditary, open-hereditary) 
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if each subspace (respectively closed subspace, open subspace) of a space 
with ~ also has ~· 
A topological property ~ is called reflective if for each space X there 
exists a space yX with ~ and a continuous mapping y from X onto a 
dense subset of yX such that for each space Y with ~ and each continuous 
map f: X --+ Y there exists a continuous map f: yX --+ Y with J o y =f. 
The pair (y, yX) is called a ~-reflection of X, it is called a maximal ~­
extension of X if y is a homeomorphism from X into yX. 
If a ~-reflection respectively maximal ~-extension (y, yX) of X exists, 
it is uniquely determined (up to a homeomorphism) by X, and y is a 
homeomorphism onto yX iff X has property ~· If ~ is a topological 
property then a space X is called ~-regular if X is homeomorphic with 
a subset of a product of spaces each satisfying ~· 
NoTE. Our definition of reflection is somewhat different from the 
usual definition (cf. FREYD [4]), but is more suitable for us since it avoids 
very pathological cases. 
Lemma 1. If cp is a continuous map of a space Y into a space Z, the 
restriction of which to a dense set X is a homeomorphism, then cp carries 
Y\X into Z\cp(X). 
PROOF. [5] page 92. 
Theorem 1. 1) If ~ is a property of topological spaces then the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(a) ~ is reflective, 
(b) each ~-regular space has a maximal ~-extension, 
(c) ~ is closed-hereditary and productive. 
PROOF. (a) --+ (b). Let ~ be a reflective property. 
Suppose X is a ~-regular space; XC II {X,.I"' EA}=Q where each X,. 
satisfies the property ~· 
Let (y, yX) be a ~-reflection of X, we will show that y is a homeomor-
phism from X into yX. 
For each natural projection n,.: X --+ X,. let ii:,.: yX --+ X,. a continuous 
map which satisfies n,.=ii:"'oy for <X EA. The mapping i: yX--+Q defined 
by the conditions (ix),.=ii:,.x(<X EA) is continuous and the composition 
map i o y: X--+ X is the identity on X. Consequently y is a homeomor-
phism of X into yX. 
(b) --+ (c). Suppose that each ~-regular space X possesses a maximal 
~-extension (y, yX). For simplicity it is convenient to identify each 
point x with the point y(x) to obtain that XC yX. 
1) ~ is productive: Let {X,. I"' E A} be a collection of spaces enjoying 
~ and X= II {X,.I<X EA}. By assumption X possesses a maximal ~-
1) Parts of this result were already obtained independently by KENNISON [12], 
HuB.Ec [10] and the authors of these notes ([8] and [14]). 
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extension yX, and each projection map :n: .. : X--+ X .. has a continuous 
extension ii .. : yX--+ X ... Let j: yX--+ X be defined by the conditions 
(j(x)) .. =ii .. (x) (ex E A). 
It is easy to see that j is the identity on X, hence by lemma 1 we have 
yX\X = 0 i.e. yX =X. Consequently X has property ~· 
2) ~ is closed-hereditary: Let X be a closed subset of a space Y 
satisfying~· The inclusion map i of X into Y has a continuous extension 
i* which carries yX into Y. By lemma 1 the preimage of the closed set 
X of Y under i* is X; hence X is closed in yX i.e. yX=X. It follows 
that X has property ~· 
(c)--+ (a). Let ~ be a topological property which is productive and 
closed-hereditary. Let X be a space; M a set with potency 22!XI and Jl 
the set of all spaces with property ~ for which the underlying pointset 
is a subset of M. 
For each space Y E .A let C(X, Y) be the set of continuous mappings 
of X into Y, for every f E C(X, Y) set :rt(Y,f) the (Y, /)-projection of 
the product space P= II {YC<X,YlJY EJI}. 
There exists exactly one continuous map y: X --+ P with the property 
:rt(Y,f)oy=f for all projection maps :rt(Y,f)· If yX denotes the closure 
of y(X) in P, then (y, yX) is the desired ~-reflection of X. 
Corollary. If~ is a property of completely regular spaces, then the follow-
ing statements are equivalent. 
(a) ~ is closed-hereditary, productive, and is possessed by all compact 
spaces. 
(b) Every completely regular space possesses a maximal ~-extension. 
PROOF. Substitute in theorem 1 the property (~ and complete regu-
larity). 
NoTE. If we take for~ the property compactness, then the condition 
(a) in this corollary is satisfied by the Tychonoff product theorem. The 
validity of (a) --+ (b) is precisely the Cech-Stone extension theorem. If 
we take for ~ the property realcompactness then (a)--+ (b) yields im-
mediately the existence of a maximal realcompactification vX for any 
completely regular space X. vX is the Hewitt realcompactification of 
X. (cf. [9]). 
Lemma 2. Let ~ be a property of topological spaces which is closed-
hereditary and productive. If {X .. Jcx E A} is a collection of subsets of a space 
Y and each X.. satisfies the property ~, then D = n { X,.j ex E A} satisfies 
property ~· 
PROOF. Let X= II {X,.Jcx EA} and Ll C X defined by Ll = {x= (x,.) EX, 
x,.1 =x .. 2 , Vcx1, cx2 EA}. For ex EA let f"' be the inclusion map of Din 
X"'' :n:"' the natural projection of X onto X"'. There exists exactly one 
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continuous map f: D --+ X such that n" o f = f" for each iX E A, and f 
establishes a homeomorphism of D onto Ll. 
The only thing which remains to show is that Ll has property ~· X has 
property ~ since each X" has property ~ and ~ is productive. Ll has 
property '-15 since Ll is a closed subset of X and ~ is closed-hereditary. 
Theorem 2. If ~ is a property of topological spaces then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~ is productive, closed-hereditary, open-hereditary, 
(b) ~ is productive and hereditary, 
(c) each ~-regular space enjoys the property ~· 
PROOF. It is obvious that (b)+--+ (c) and (b)--+ (a). Thus it remains 
to show that (a)--+ (b). Let X be a subset of a space Y with property~· 
We have X= n {Y\{p}IP E Y\X} i.e. X is intersection of open subsets of 
Y. By assumption each open subset of Y has property~ and by lemma 2 
each intersection of spaces satisfying ~' also has ~· Consequently X 
has property ~. 
An easy consequence of the foregoing theorem is, that if ~ is a property 
of topological spaces which is open-hereditary, closed-hereditary, pro-
ductive, and is possessed by all compact spaces, then ~ is possessed by 
every completely regular space. 
This corollary can serve as a test to decide whether some property 
is inherited by open subsets, closed subsets or topological products. If 
we consider for instance the property "being a k-space" 1 ), then it is 
easy to see that this property is closed-hereditary and open-hereditary 
(if we restrict ourselves to regular spaces). Moreover each compact space 
is a k-space. 
However, we know that there exist completely regular spaces which 
are not k-spaces. Hence the property "being a k-space" is not productive. 
Lemma 3. Let X and Y be spaces, fa continuous map from X onto Y, 
and A, B subsets of X and Y respectively such that f-l(B)=A. Then A is 
homeomorphic with a closed subspace of X x B. 
PROOF. The mapping h defined by h(x) = (x, f(x)) is a homeomorphism 
of A in X x B. Let g: X x B--+ Y x B be defined by g(x, y) = (f(x), y). 
D={(y,y)lyEB} is closed in YxB; hence h(A)=g-l(D) is closed in 
X x B by the continuity of g. 
From Lemma 3 we derive the following general result: 
Proposition 1. Let~ be a property of topological spaces which is inherited 
by closed subsets and the forming of finite topological products. If f is a 
1) A space X is a k-space provided that a subset is closed if it has a compact 
intersection with each compact subspace of X. 
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continuous map from a space X with property ~ into a space Y, then the 
inverse image under f of each subset of Y with property ~ also satisfies ~-
Following Isbell's terminology a property ~ of topological spaces is 
called an almost-fitting property, (respectively fitting property) if whenever 
f is a perfect 1) map of a completely regular space X onto a completely 
regular space Y, then X has property ~ if (respectively if and only if) 
Y has~-
Compactness, local compactness, paracompactness, countable compactness, 
countable paracompactness are examples of fitting properties (cf. [6]). 
Realcompactness is an example of an almost-fitting property. 
The following proposition gives an easy criterion to decide whether 
or not some property is an almost-fitting property. 
Proposition 2. Let ~ be a property of completely regular spaces which 
is closed-hereditary. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~ is an almost-fitting property, 
(b) If a space X has property ~' then each product of X with a compact 
space has property ~. 
PROOF. (a)-+ (b). The projection map of the product X x Y of X 
with a compact space Y onto X is a perfect map. 
(b)-+ (a). Let Y be a completely regular space satisfying ~ and 
f a perfect map of a completely regular space X onto Y. We must show 
that X has property ~- Let I be the continuous extension off which 
carries (3X into (3Y ((3X and (3Y denoting the Cech-Stone compactifications 
of X and Y respectively). A theorem of HENRIKSEN and IsBELL [6] 
states that J-1( Y) =X. Hence by lemma 3 X is homeomorphic with a closed 
subspace of (3X x Y and must enjoy ~-
If ~ is a property defined on the class of completely regular spaces, 
such that l) every compact space has property~; 2) ~is closed-hereditary 
and productive, then we know from the corollary of theorem l that every 
completely regular space X has a (uniquely determined) maximal ~­
extension yX. 
It is natural to ask whether or not it is true that yX is homeomophic 
with a subspace of (3X (the Cech-Stone compactification of X) which 
contains the dense set X. We will now show that this is indeed the case 2). 
For each continuous map f of X onto a dense subset of a space Y 
satisfying ~' let I be the continuous extension of f which carries (3X 
onto (3Y. Using Lemma 2 and proposition l it is easy to see that 
1 ) A mapping f of a space X into a space Y will be called perfect, iff is continuous, 
closed (the images of closed sets are closed) and the inverse images of points are 
compact. 
2) cf. also [14] and for a more general result [8] (Chapt. I, Satz 8.5). 
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bX = 11 {f-l(Y)IY has property ~; f: X--'>- Y continuous; fX dense in 
Y} is a maximal ~-extension of X, which (by uniqueness of yX) is home-
omorphic with yX. 
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